Promote your inventory with vehicle ads
Vehicle ads help you promote your
entire line of available cars to interested
shoppers looking for vehicles online.
of new car buyers used online
information sources while
researching a new vehicle
in the first half of 2021.1
of new car buyers
purchased their car
online in 2021, up from
1% three years prior.1

Key benefits
Acquire more qualified leads

Show shoppers key information like make, model, price
and location along with a visual of the car before they click.

Achieve omnichannel goals

For more information visit
the Help Center

Measure and grow both online conversions (e.g. leads,
quotes) and offline conversions (e.g. store visits).

Reach the right user

Showcase your car inventory and let the power of automation
serve your ads to the right users at the right time.

Increase exposure

Complement your whole search page strategy and
serve vehicle ads alongside your text ads on Google.com.

How to get started

Step 1

Create a Merchant
Center account and
enable the vehicle
ads program.

Step 2

Connect your
vehicle feed to
your Merchant
Center account.

1Google/Kantar, Gearshift Study, US, 2021, n=1,408 new car buyers

Step 3

Link your Google Business
Profile and Google Ads
account to your
Merchant Center account.

Step 4

Create a Smart Shopping
campaign in Google Ads and
when prompted, check the
box for "Show vehicle ads.”

Vehicle ads are driving success for dealers and aggregators

+25%

Advertisers who complemented their existing
Search campaigns with the vehicle ads beta
saw a +25% average increase in conversions.2

Success story

Success story

Asbury Automotive Group sought out a solution to
better meet the demand of shoppers searching for
cars online. Asbury created a vehicle feed; a listing of
all its vehicle inventory with descriptive attributes, like
make and model, and the dealerships where they are
located. Using their vehicle feed, the team at Asbury
implemented vehicle ads to promote their used car
inventory on Google Search. As a result, Asbury drove
a 35% increase in conversions and a 12% increase in
conversion value using vehicle ads.

Ken Garff Automotive Group was looking for more
ways to reach the right consumers with the right
inventory. Ken Garff worked with its inventory
management partner to create a vehicle feed and
implemented vehicle ads. Its campaign goals were
to increase store visits, lead forms and phone calls.
Through the first half of 2021 at nine dealerships,
Ken Garff drove 55% more conversions using
vehicle ads.

The results

The results

Increase in conversion value

Increase in total account conversions

Increase in conversions

Increase in conversion rate
compared to overall account

“The results from the pilot far exceeded our
expectations. With vehicle ads we can help
customers by bringing them right to the car
they’re interested in. This helps us maximize
traffic and conversions to vehicle pages and
increase efficiencies.”

— Miran Maric,
CMO and SVP, Strategy and Innovation

“Our main goal is to drive customers to view
our inventory. Vehicle ads allow us to get our
inventory in front of customers with better
efficiency. They also drove more store visits
than other campaign types.”
— Nathan Sato,
Director of Digital Marketing

For more information visit the Help Center
2Google Data, US, Automobile, Aug 2021 vs. Jan 2022. Results are based on lead form submission conversions, estimated off the Aug, Sept, Oct 2021
adopters on vehicle ads

